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**Summary**

**Introduction:** This article is part of a Focus Theme of *Methods of Information in Medicine* on Health Record Banking.

**Background:** Healthcare is often ineffective and costs are steadily rising. This is in a large part due to the inaccessibility of medical and health data stored in multiple silos. Furthermore, in most cases molecular differences between individuals that result in different susceptibilities to drugs and diseases as well as targeted interventions cannot be taken into account. Technological advances in genome sequencing and the interaction of ‘omics’ data with environmental data on one hand and mobile health on the other, promise to generate the longitudinal health data that will form the basis for a more personalized, precision medicine.

**Objectives:** For this new medicine to become a reality, however, millions of personal health data sets have to be aggregated. The value of such aggregated personal data has been recognized as a new asset class and the commercial value of these data does not go back to the collective of users. Members determine which data they want to share for example with doctors or to contribute to research for the benefit of their health and that of society. Members will also decide how the revenues generated by granting third parties access to the anonymized data that they agreed to share, should be invested in research, information or education.

**Results:** Currently no functional Health Data Cooperatives exist yet. The relative success of health data repositories such as 23andme and PatientsLikeMe indicates that citizens are willing to participate in research even if — and in contrast to the cooperative model — the commercial value of these data does not go back to the collective of users.

**Conclusions:** In the Health Data Cooperative model, the citizens with their data would take the center stage in the healthcare system and society would benefit from the health-related and financial benefits that aggregation of these data brings.

1. Ineffective Healthcare Systems

The Institute of Medicine of the National Academies of Science estimated that in 2009 $ 765 billions (30% of the healthcare budget) has been spent in the US on ineffective and unnecessary treatments, and excessive administrative costs [1]. Much of these excessive costs are caused by ineffective and inefficient interventions as well as inaccessible medical information stored in various silos and incompatible data structures. Furthermore, data protection and privacy laws rightly prevent third parties (e.g. the research community) to access the fragmented data without the informed consent of the individual. Inaccessibility of data is not only a cause of inefficiency and increased costs in the healthcare system, it also prevents the citizens to control their data and thus engage more actively in their own health.

Effective treatment is also diminished by the one-size-fits-all medicine that is still largely the rule, in spite of the obvious differences between individuals in their response to drugs and their susceptibilities to diseases. For example, Clopidogrel (Plavix) is an anticoagulant that is taking by some 40 million people after heart or bypass surgery. 30 percent of people carry at least one copy of an inactive allele of CP2C19 that encodes the enzyme Cytochrome P450 required for the activation of Clopidogrel. Carriers of one or two copies of this allele have reduced or no active levels of Clopidogrel, thus increasing the risk of thrombosis [2]. Similarly, for eleven widely used drugs replicated genome wide association studies have revealed significant differences in efficacy and safety based on common genetic variants. However, these ob-
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servations have not yet found their way into clinical practice [3, 4].

Another attribute of the present healthcare system is, that it is heavily focused on treatment and much less on prevention. In Switzerland, less than 3% of the entire healthcare spending goes to prevention [5]. For the individual, staying healthy is more beneficial than quickly recovering from illness. While neither the state nor the healthcare providers can force individuals to lead a healthy lifestyle, self-empowerment and personal feedback can help. Moreover, understanding what keeps individuals healthy is as important as finding out why people get ill. For example, it is most informative to find out what genetic or environmental factors keep some 85 year-old chain smokers from getting lung cancer. Per definition the current medical research largely focuses on the understanding of diseases and their treatment.

2. Technology – Two of Three Pillars of Precision Medicine and Personalized Health

Understanding the complex interaction between an individual’s genome, the environment and its behavior in order to better prevent or treat diseases in a targeted fashion, is extremely challenging. Two technological revolutions aid the progress towards this goal, however. The costs of DNA sequencing have dropped more rapidly than Moore’s law of decreasing cost for computing power. In the next 2–3 years, costs for a complete genome sequence will drop below $1000 [6, 7]. Information about drug susceptibility (i.e. Clopidogrel, see above) will be readily available. This will generate large amounts of sensitive data about individuals. Discussions are ongoing how to handle, store and interpret these data [8]. The second technological revolution that is well underway is the ability of individuals to monitor an increasing number of health parameters via sensors and applications connected to smartphones. There are currently over 40,000 health-related Apps for smartphones available [9]. They range from monitoring weight, blood pressure, blood oxygen and glucose levels, sleep patterns, food intake, electrocardiograms, and every possible fitness activity. The ability to monitor vital health parameters continually over time without a visit to the doctor’s office, offers an extremely rich and dynamic source of personal health information that provides direct and personal feedback to the individual. Furthermore, in an aggregated form, such data from large numbers of individuals can be correlated with their individual genome sequences to learn more about the complex interaction between an individual’s genotype and his/her phenotypes (i.e. health parameters). This is the promise of personalized prevention and treatment and has been coined precision medicine [10] or P4 (personalized, preventive, predictive and participatory) medicine [11]. However, these two technological advances alone are only two pillars of the personalized health platform. The data are still looked up in various data silos (e.g. apps, genome sequencing companies) and can rightfully not be accessed without the permission of the citizen from whom the data stem.

3. The Citizen – The Third Pillar in Precision Medicine and Personalized Health

When we talk about the need to integrate data in health, we talk exclusively about health data of individuals, from medical records, anamnesis, genome data, genome-based information [12] to mHealth data. These data are sensitive and in most countries the citizen has the right to access his data and control who can access it [13]. Aggregation of such data cannot occur without the explicit permission of the individual, particularly when the identity of the person can be inferred. Given that genome data are the ultimate identifier of a person, consent has to be obtained for each analysis. This important, yet difficult process hinders the access to vital information. Even if the patient is willing to provide access to his/her medical data for research, this consent is limited to the doctor or the institution in which the research is conducted. It is difficult for the patient – and often of little interest to the doctor conducting the research – to make the data available to the research community at large in order to obtain the highest benefit of his/her data sharing. One way to change this is to empower the patients and citizens to control the access to their data themselves. Sharing of relevant health data with the research community generates knowledge that aids improved personalized prevention and treatment. A patient with a rare disease is interested in learning as much about treatments from other patients with the same disease, irrespective of whether they live in Switzerland, Nigeria or the US. While healthcare systems, data protection laws and research regulations are confined to national borders, health is a global issue and can only be solved by finding ways to efficiently share personal health information beyond borders.

Putting the decision who can access the personal health data into the hands of the citizens is an empowerment but also an additional burden. For the citizen to accept this burden and opportunity, a trusted and transparent interaction platform has to be established in addition to promoting health literacy [14]. Furthermore, the risks and the benefits for the individual and for society have to be explained clearly.

4. The Economical Value of Personal Data

In a 2011 study, the World Economic Forum called personal data a new asset class [15]. The Boston Consulting Group estimates that the market value of personal data from Europeans alone could be €1 trillion in 2020 [16]. These estimates include only the value of data for targeted marketing and loyalty programs. The potential value of health data is not included in this figure since the data are currently largely inaccessible. Thus, in addition to the obvious value of being able to securely access personal medical and health data for personal health and effective treatment, there is large economic value associated with personal data particularly in its aggregated form. In the realm of personal data used for targeted advertisement, large
multinational companies compete for access to these data and a fast growing market for selling such data has established itself. In the realm of health data the interest from pharmaceutical companies, research organizations and insurance companies is increasing. Currently, this access is restricted on one hand by the decentralized storage of these data and on the other hand by data protection laws that protect the privacy of the individual donor of the data.

Whether dealing with personal data in general or health data in particular, we find ourselves in the strange situation that the citizen as the source of these data has very little control over, let alone benefits from these data. Thus providing individuals with the possibility to safely store, control, manage and share their data would allow them, and society at large, to profit from the value of these data both financially and by the knowledge generated from its aggregation. In the financial world, currencies and banks have established themselves as essential tools and providers to store, manage and invest personal assets. With the rapidly increasing digitization of personal information, similar systems should finally also be established in the healthcare system.

5. Health Data Repository and the Cooperative Model

The value of personal data and health data in particular can best be fully valued to the benefit of the citizen as the source of the data and society at large when the data are controlled by the citizens themselves. For safe storage, management and sharing of the data citizens need a trusted entity such as a bank for financial assets. The primary goal of such a health data bank should be the benefit of the individual account holders and the collective of the holders, not shareholders. The cooperative model of a corporation mirrors this goal perfectly. A cooperative is fully and equally owned and controlled by all its members. Cooperatives have their origin in farming. Farmers formed cooperatives when they decided not to divide parts of their land but to manage it collectively. Cooperatives have established themselves in Switzerland and other European countries as a successful and long lasting form of commercial entities. Their primary interest is to serve the interests of its members. Being owned by the members, cooperatives cannot be bought or taken-over by other companies easily. To the contrary, they contribute highly to the public good.

The cooperative model for a personal health data repository is particularly well suited since each citizen of the world, whether from a developing or from a Western country, has similar amounts of health data (e.g. all humans have 6 billion letters in their genome). Members of a cooperative purchase a membership certificate for a small unit price (i.e. € 100) and provide data into their account. As a member they have one vote and are entitled to decide on the articles of association and the nomination of the members of the board. Furthermore, they can decide how the revenues of the cooperatives are spent (e.g. for research, information, education).

6. The Health Data Cooperative (HDC) Business Model

Given the value of large amounts of aggregated health data, cooperatives should be profitable without charging users and members for data storage and data maintenance. Pharmaceutical and medtech companies will pay to query the data that users have agreed to share. They may also query the health data records to recruit patients with specific characteristics for clinical trials providing that account holders have indicated their willingness to participate in such trials. Furthermore, pharmaceutical companies could return the results of the clinical trials to the account of the participants. In this way, the decision, whether to make the clinical trial data open, rests with the data owner, i.e. the participant in the trial. Therefore, the problem that pharmaceutical companies must not make clinical trial data accessible because they are bound by restricted consent regulation with the participants can be resolved. 

Moreover, querying data for in life trials or phase IV studies would be particularly useful if citizens agree that not only their medical data but also their mHealth data are queried.

Revenues obtained by the HDCs form companies and research organizations (which will pay merely cost-covering fees) will be reinvested into research programs, information platforms or continued education programs. Members who share data will be able to specify how the revenues are invested.

7. The HDC Structure

The HDC platform is a user-friendly and secure repository for different types of health data that permits citizen participation in research. It is composed of three main components: a) the “core” for data acquisition and secure data management, b) the “app store” to provide meaningful applications and visualizations for citizens of their data, and c) the “Big Data” analytics system.

The core is based on a semi-structured database system that allows health-related data to be stored in different formats in a secure way [17]. In addition, it provides the basic infrastructure to group data into different “spaces” (e.g. wellness, fitness, outcomes, medical or health records) and to share data within “circles” [18, 19]. For instance, a user can add a doctor to the user’s “medical” space, thereby allowing the doctor to see all of the user’s medical records.

The HDC is an open platform that allows the integration of different kinds of data from multiple sources. This openness is important to support multiple health care standards (currently, there is no single internationally accepted standard accepted by all stakeholders, no “Health Information Markup Language”). Besides, this open architecture allows the HDC to integrate data that is not subject to standardization, but which is nevertheless important to maintain. A typical example is wellness and fitness data such as statistics about workouts and nutrition, and in the future heart rate and regularity. To integrate and visualize these data, each record is associated to...
an app. An app defines the structure of the data, its visualization, and mappings to records generated by other apps.

The most critical component for this project is the Big Data platform required to carry out large-scale analytics on all the data generated by apps and stored in the HDC core. Machine learning technology is employed to automatically validate health status and disease models that are extracted from large data sets. For this purpose, the data is cleansed of personal identification information and integrated using the app-specific mappings. The Big Data platform allows researchers to correlate the data in different ways, thereby providing new insights into the cause(s), progression, and treatment of complex diseases. In the medical domain, vast amounts of data are generated without expert annotations. Semi-supervised learning is employed to harvest this data and to guide the modeling process by precious expert information from medical practitioners to generate predictive models for diagnosis and prognosis of therapy.

The HDC would operate its digital data repository in a cloud solution provided by a trusted Swiss cloud-computing provider. In such an HDC, the accounts are managed exclusively by the account holders (members or users). Data is entered on the request of the account owner from healthcare providers and smartphone applications via specific apps that contain the API for the data provider (see above). Via an easy-to-use user interface (dashboard) the user has the ability to annotate the data (comments, corrections) and sort the data into user-defined spaces (i.e. fitness, check-up, knee injury etc.). Data in spaces can be shared with others (doctors, friends, research, industry, public health institutions etc.) in user-defined circles. In this way, the account owner decides which data to share and with whom. Moreover, each citizen who is a member or a user of the HDC is in full control over all his health data and citizens have access to the data from anywhere in the world. In contrast to the individual consent signed by the patient and the researcher, HDC acts as a trusted broker on behalf of its members for the data they make available for research. In this way, the data is made available to the research community at large according to the specification of the data owners. Hence maximal knowledge can be obtained from this data. Since HDCs act solely in the interest of their members it must also take the utmost precaution to prevent misuse of the data.

8. A Federation of National Health Data Cooperatives

The global nature of health and the fact that each citizen in the world has similar amounts of valuable health data is best reflected in a federation of national citizen-owned health data cooperatives that share a common IT infrastructure and a common data storage instance. In this way, millions of data sets that users in different countries agreed to share can be queried. The revenues would flow back to the national cooperatives with their different funding needs. The goal that citizens across the world become pro-active participants in managing their own health and at the same time contribute to a better, more effective and efficient personalized healthcare would make a true revolution and would lay the basis for the creative destruction of medicine as postulated by Eric Topol [20]. In many ways, health data cooperatives would solve for healthcare what banks have solved for the financial sector during the last several hundred years. Moreover, with the important improvement of the citizen-centered cooperative structure of health data repositories, the striving for excessive gains for personal and shareholder satisfaction that has contributed to the recent financial crisis might have been partly prevented.

9. Conclusions

Rapid technological advances in genome sequencing and mobile health monitoring paired with the decreasing costs of data storage and computing power and the increased security capabilities of cloud-based storage and analysis systems, make the formation of health data cooperatives possible and timely. Their success depends on an entirely democratic, bottom-up process
that is initiated by citizens being the major drivers of these innovations. A key factor for rapid adoption is trust and transparency. Even though no system can guarantee absolute data security, such health data repositories should be certified by independent government regulatory bodies and good governance structures. Flying in an airplane is not without risks but we trust that airlines take care of their airplanes and the FAA regulates which airplanes can transport passengers. Similarly the FDA controls drugs produced by pharmaceutical companies. Furthermore, the focus of HDCs should be on solidarity and harm mitigation. In this way, citizen-owned personal data cooperatives would efficiently unleash the huge value of personal data and contribute to a democratization of healthcare and the global economy and global access of health interventions at the same time.
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